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Abstract

The fermionic coset is a limit of the pure spinor formulation of the AdS5×S5

sigma model as well as a limit of a nonlinear topological A-model, introduced by

Berkovits. We study the latter, especially its symmetries, and map them to higher

spin algebras.

We show the following. The linear A-model possesses affine p̂gl (4|4)0 symmetry

at critical level and its p̂sl (4|4)0 current-current perturbation is the nonlinear model.

We find that the perturbation preserves W(2)
4 -algebra symmetry at critical level.

There is a topological algebra associated to p̂gl (4|4)0 with the properties that the

perturbation is BRST-exact. Further, the BRST-cohomology contains world-sheet

supersymmetric symplectic fermions and the non-trivial generators of the W(2)
4 -

algebra. The Zhu functor maps the linear model to a higher spin theory. We

analyze its psl (4|4) action and find finite dimensional short multiplets.
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1 Introduction

The AdS/CFT correspondence [1] proposed a duality between type IIB superstring

theory in AdS5×S5 and N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory in four dimensions, and

is believed to apply much more generally in the context of strongly coupled field theories.

However, extensions of the original proposal mostly do not shed new light on the origin of

this deep idea or take us away from the weakly curved AdS space regime. To understand

the full content of AdS/CFT correspondence, it is crucial to further reveal the connection

between weakly coupled gauge theories and string theory in AdS in the small radius case.

This is a difficult problem as in the small radius limit the string theory world-sheet

theory is expected to be strongly interacting and hard to understand. It was proposed

that the bulk theory should contain infinitely many fields of high spin corresponding to

conserved currents of the free boundary theory [2–10]. From the string theory point of

view, this arises from a tensionless limit of the world-sheet theory [3, 11–17]. In fact,

Polyakov pointed out quite early on in [8] a possible mechanism by which the strongly

coupled world-sheet sigma model could preserve the integer space-time conformal dimen-

sions of certain high derivative operators. Based on large N factorization arguments put

forward in [3, 4], Mikhailov [9] argued that the (free) classical bulk theory can be recon-

structed nearly uniquely in the strict N →∞ limit from the free SU(N) SYM theory on

the boundary.

Despite the early progress, the fully interacting higher spin bulk theory is not known for

AdS5 (see however [18]). In addition, in [19] it was pointed out that the interacting higher

spin theories of Fradkin-Vasiliev type [20] may not contain enough bulk fields to be dual to

large N field theories with elementary fields in the adjoint representation, such as N = 4

supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory. In fact, this motivated their proposal of a duality

between Fradkin-Vasiliev type higher spin gauge theory and the critical O(N)-vector

model with fields in the fundamental representation, which recently received substantial

evidence from highly non-trivial bulk [21] and boundary [23] calculations.

In this paper, we follow a different approach, as first proposed by Berkovits in a series

of papers [24–27]. There, an exotic scaling limit of the world-sheet fields was taken in

analogy with the usual flat space limit of AdS5×S5, leading to a topological gauged linear

sigma model with fermionic superfields, conjectured to describe the zero radius limit of

the AdS5×S5 superstring. In this limit, the superspace torsion values are different from

that of any standard supergravity backgrounds. Moreover, the action is quadratic and can

be considered as the large volume limit of a topological nonlinear sigma model. In [25]

the ambitious goal of deriving AdS/CFT correspondence from the world-sheet theory

was proposed, relying on formal similarities with the large N Chern-Simons/topological

A-model duality studied in [28].

The nonlinear sigma model introduced by Berkovits is a fermionic coset model. We
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study this fermionic coset in some detail, especially in relation to the existence of higher

spin symmetry algebra on the world-sheet. This is required if we want to identify the

limit as the zero radius limit of AdS5×S5 superstring which is dual to the free limit of

N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory.

We have a few interesting findings in this paper. We show that the nonlinear A-

model is a p̂sl (4|4)0 current-current perturbation of the linear model which has an affine

p̂gl (4|4)0 symmetry at critical level. The most interesting feature of the current-current

perturbation is that it preserves a W(2)
4 -algebra at critical level. This is a higher spin

world-sheet symmetry algebra, as first classified by Zamolodchikov [30]. The particular

example of higher spin algebra we find is believed to be the Drinfeld-Sokolov reduction

of ŝl (4)−4 for a non-principal embedding of sl (2). It belongs to a class of such algebras

first studied by Feigin and Semikhatov [31]. These algebras are closely related to affine

Lie super algebras. Feigin and Semikhatov obtained them as cosets of ŝl (n|1), while they

can also be realized at special levels from ĝl (1|1) [32].

Notice that in the nonlinear A-model there is a different BRST-operator from the

one of the pure spinor AdS5×S5 superstring, so it is not surprising that we find a non-

trivial cohomology in the world-sheet closed string sector, different from the proposal

in [24] where the bulk cohomology was assumed to be trivial. The cohomology contains

world-sheet supersymmetric symplectic fermions and the non-trivial generators of the

W(2)
4 -algebra. Then using the machinery of Zhu’s functor [33], we map the free world-

sheet theory of the linear model to a higher spin super algebra extending psl (4|4), and

also the W(2)
4 -algebra of the nonlinear A-model to a subalgebra Z(2)

4 of the higher spin

algebra.

In the present work, we make a connection to affine Lie super algebras. This is quite

remarkable for the following reason. Conformal field theories with affine Lie super algebra

as symmetry are Lie super group Wess-Zumino-Witten models. This class of theories is

fairly well-understood [34–48]. If the Killing form of the underlying Lie super algebra

vanishes, then current-current perturbations are truly marginal. Further they are under

good control and physical quantities can be computed [49–56]. So in principle one can

apply the results of these works to the nonlinear A-model.

This article is organized as follows. In section two, we explain how to rewrite the action

of the nonlinear A-model of Berkovits. In section three, we find that the nonlinear A-model

is a p̂sl (4|4) current-current perturbation at critical level. In the large radius limit, the

theory is a free theory with p̂gl (4|4)0 symmetry. We then discuss symmetries of the theory.

Most importantly, we find that the perturbation preserves the critical level W(2)
4 -algebra.

In section four, we analyze the Zhu algebra of the large radius limit. This becomes a

type of higher spin algebra extending psl (4|4). We decompose the corresponding psl (4|4)

representations and find that they all correspond to short-multiplets. The appendix deals

with some technical issues.
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2 The Sigma Model Action

In [24] Nathan Berkovits introduced a new limit of the AdS5×S5 sigma model corre-

sponding to the fermionic coset

PSU(2, 2|4)

SU(2, 2)× SU(4)
. (2.1)

This is a small radius limit. The sigma model in the pure spinor formulation has a twisted

N = 2 superconformal algebra. Since Berkovits considered the boundary theory with A-

type boundary conditions he called this coset the linear A-model. He then introduced a

nonlinear A-model whose large radius limit is the linear A-model.

The purpose of this section is to write down the action of the nonlinear A-model. We

start with a construction of actions of chiral models, that is sigma models of cosets of

group manifolds corresponding to an involutive automorphism.

2.1 Chiral Model Action

Let G be a Lie group or supergroup. Let ω be an automorphism of G of order two, such

that the induced automorphism of the Lie algebra or Lie super algebra g of G preserves

the invariant bilinear form. The subgroup fixed by ω we call H, and its Lie algebra h. We

now explain the action of a sigma model for the coset G \ H. As this model only has a

kinetic term, but no antisymmetric one, it is called a chiral model. It is to be of the form

SG\H =

∫
str(g−1∂gg−1∂̄g)g\h (2.2)

where the supertrace is restricted over the orthogonal complement of h in g.

The coset action is conveniently expressed in terms of the WZW model action. Let g

be a map from the world-sheet to G. The WZW action is S[g] = Skin[g] + SWZ[g], where

the kinetic term of the Wess-Zumino-Witten model action is

Skin[g] =
1

2π

∫
dτdσ str(g−1∂g g−1∂̄g), (2.3)

and the Wess-Zumino term is

SWZ[g] =
1

6π

∫
B

dτdσdt str(g̃−1∂tg̃ g̃
−1∂g̃ g̃−1∂̄g̃) , (2.4)

where g̃ is an extension of g to a 3-manifold B with boundary the world-sheet as usual.

The Polyakov-Wiegmann identity for the action is

S[g̃h̃] = S[g̃] + S[h̃] +
1

π

∫
Σ

dτdσ str(∂hh−1 g−1∂̄g) . (2.5)
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We define the chiral model action as

SG\H [g] = S[gω(g−1)] . (2.6)

Clearly the action is invariant under right translation by H, i.e.

SG\H [gh] = SG\H [g] , (2.7)

where h is a map from Σ to H. Using the fact that ω preserves the metric, as well as the

Polyakov-Wiegmann identity and

SWZ[g̃] + SWZ[g̃−1] = 0 , Skin[g]− Skin[g−1] = 0 (2.8)

we get

SG\H =
1

π

∫
dτdσ str(g−1∂g g−1∂̄g)− 1

π

∫
dτdσ str(ω(g−1∂g) g−1∂̄g) . (2.9)

We will now use this explicit form for the coset action to rewrite the Berkovits action of

the deformed fermionic coset. Note that a necessary condition for G \H to be conformal

is that the Killing form (that is the supertrace in the adjoint) of the underlying Lie

superalgebra of G is identically zero. This is the case for the algebra of the Berkovits

fermionic coset, that is sl (4|4).

2.2 The Fermonic Coset

We now rewrite the action of Berkovits (eq.(4.5) in [24]). There, world-sheet bosons

were added to the fermionic coset and coupled non-trivially to the fermions. The first

term of the action of Berkovits is just the fermionic coset of the last section, the remaining

terms are the world-sheet bosons and a term coupling bosons and fermions, i.e.

L = Lbos + Lβ + Lint . (2.10)

We will now explicitly describe this Lagrangian. Details of the Lie superalgebra gl (n|n)

and thus its subalgebra sl (n|n) are given in the appendix. First recall the Gauss decom-

position of sl (4|4)

sl (4|4) = g− ⊕ g0 ⊕ g+, (2.11)

where g0 is the bosonic subgroup, and g± are fermionic representations of g0. The auto-

morphism describing the fermionic coset leaves g0 invariant and multiplies each fermion

by minus one. We now parameterize a group valued field g = eχ+eχ−g0. That is, χ± take

values in the Grassmann envelope of g± and g0 parameterizes the bosonic subgroup. Note

that the invariant measure in this parameterization is

µ(g) = dχ+dχ−µ(g0) (2.12)
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and hence in the coset, i.e. after quotienting by g0 the measure becomes the free one for

the χ±. We compute

e−χ−e−χ+deχ+eχ− = dχ+ + [dχ+, χ−] +
1

2
[[dχ+, χ−], χ−] + dχ− . (2.13)

Hence

Lbos = str(∂χ+, ∂̄χ−) + str(∂χ−, ∂̄χ+)+

1

2
str(∂χ+, [[∂̄χ+, χ−], χ−]) +

1

2
str(∂̄χ+, [[∂χ+, χ−], χ−])

(2.14)

Define world-sheet bosons β± and β̄± with Lagrangian

Lβ = str(β+∂̄β−) + str(β̄+∂β̄−) + str({β+, β−}, {β̄+, β̄−}) . (2.15)

Finally the term coupling fermions to bosons is

Lint = str({β+, β−}, [∂̄χ+, χ−]) + str({β̄+, β̄−}, [∂χ+, χ−]) . (2.16)

Writing the traces and brackets explicitly one recovers the Berkovits action. The La-

grangian L splits into a free and an interacting part. The free one is

L0 = str(∂χ+, ∂̄χ−) + str(∂χ−, ∂̄χ+) + str(β+∂̄β−) + str(β̄+∂β̄−) , (2.17)

and the interacting one is

LJJ̄ =
1

2
str(∂χ+, [[∂̄χ+, χ−], χ−]) +

1

2
str(∂̄χ−, [[∂χ+, χ−], χ−])+

str({β+, β−}, {β̄+, β̄−})+

str({β+, β−}, [∂̄χ+, χ−]) + str({β̄+, β̄−}, [∂χ+, χ−]) .

(2.18)

The complete Lagrangian is

L = L0 + LJJ̄ . (2.19)

The action is

S =
R2

Λ

∫
d2z L (2.20)

hence after an appropriate rescaling it takes the form

S =

∫
d2z L0 +

Λ

R2
LJJ̄ . (2.21)

We will now find symmetries of this model.
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3 Symmetries

A natural way to study symmetries of an interacting theory that is a perturbation of a

free theory is to find those symmetries of the free model that are preserved by perturbation.

We thus start with the free theory, that is the large radius limit R2/Λ→∞. Here and in

what follows, we sum over repeated indices unless otherwise stated.

3.1 Large Radius Limit

We summarize Lie superalgebra properties in Appendix A. The coset fields are

fermionic fields χ± in g± and the corresponding world-sheet bosons β±. The compo-

nents are defined as χ± = χ±αβF
αβ
± , where {Fαβ

± } is a basis of the fermionic part g± of

sl (4|4). Their operator product expansions as fields in the free theory described by the

Lagrangian L0 are

χ+
αβ(z)χ−γδ(w) ∼ δαδδβγ ln |z − w|2 (3.1)

and

β+
αβ(z)β−γδ(w) ∼ δαδδβγ

(z − w)
∼ −β−αβ(z)β+

γδ(w) . (3.2)

The anti-holomorphic quantites β̄± are analogous. For us it is convenient to split χ− in a

locality-violating way

χ− = χL− + χR− . (3.3)

To simplify notation and to make contact to the standard bc-ghost systems, we define

χL− = c , ∂χ+ = b , χR− = c̄ , ∂̄χ+ = b̄ . (3.4)

The operator product of the components of the fields b and c are

bαβ(z)cγδ(w) ∼ δαδδβγ
(z − w)

. (3.5)

We will restrict to the holomorphic currents and symmetries, as the anti-holomorphic part

is in complete analogy.

3.2 pgl (4|4) currents at critical level

Using the free fields one can construct pgl (4|4) currents of level zero. This construction

is a mix of Wakimoto and free field from fields in the adjoint representation of gl (4). For-

mulae follow from [57]; see also Appendix A. We choose the basis given in the appendix.

Introduce the currents

J
Eαβ+

B = β+
βγβ

−
γα

J
Eαβ−
B = −β−βγβ

+
γα

(3.6)
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These form two commuting copies of the level −4 current algebra of gl (4), where the

central elements are related by

J
Eαα+

B + J
Eαα−
B = 0 . (3.7)

These currents can be used to get a pgl (4|4) current algebra at level zero. We introduce

the currents

JE
αβ
ε = JE

αβ
ε

B − δε,+bβγcγα + δε,−bγαcβγ ,

JF
αβ
− = −bβα ,

JF
αβ
+ = −cβγJ

Eαγ+

B − cγαJ
Eγβ−
B − bγδcβγcδα.

(3.8)

The computation of the operator product algebra is straightforward. As a result, the above

fields are pgl (4|4) currents at level zero. The u (1) current JE
αα
+ −JEαα− is a derivation, i.e.

it does not appear on the right hand side of any current OPE. The derived subalgebra,

that is the current subalgebra consisting of those currents that appear on the right hand

side is psl (4|4). We remark, that we are working with the complex Lie superalgebra

psl (4|4). In Appendix B we recall how to obtain the real form psu (2, 2|4).

Interestingly the interaction term takes the simple current-current form

LJJ̄ = str(J, J̄) (3.9)

where

J = b+ {β−, β+}+ [c, b] + [{β−, β+}, c] +
1

2
[c, [c, b]] (3.10)

and the components J ta = str(taJ), for ta in {Eαβ
± , Fαβ

± }, are exactly those of (3.8). Note,

that here it does not matter whether we include the u (1) current as it is the isotropic ele-

ment of pgl (4|4). Hence the perturbation is a psl (4|4) current-current perturbation. Since

the supertrace in the adjoint representation vanishes identically, the perturbed theory is

one-loop conformal invariant.

We would like to remark that the situation here is different from constructions of

psl (4|4) representations via sl (4|4), where one has to restrict to special representations

to ensure that the ideal one is quotienting by acts trivially, and thus representations

descend to the quotient.

3.3 N = 4 superconformal algebra

There is more symmetry in the free theory, namely the two supercurrents

G+ = β−αβbβα , G− = β+
αβcβα, (3.11)
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which together with

K− = β−αββ
−
αβ , K3 = β+

αββ
−
βα , K+ = β+

αββ
+
αβ, (3.12)

generate an N = 4 superconformal algebra. The K±, K3 generate an ŝl (2) of level −8.

Define

G+
0 =

1

2πi

∮
dz G+(z) . (3.13)

Then one computes

G+
0 β

+
αβ(w) = JF

αβ
− (w) , G+

0 β
+
γδcδαcβγ(w) = −JF

αβ
+ (w)

G+
0 β

+
γαcβγ(w) = −JE

αβ
− (w) , G+

0 β
+
βγcγα(w) = JE

αβ
+ (w)

(3.14)

Hence, the current-current term is G+ exact and thus preserves superconformal symmetry.

In [24] the physical states were the cohomology for supercharges of this superconformal

algebra. But there is another interesting topological field theory.

3.4 Critical Level Topological Algebra

We now explain that the gl (4|4) current algebra at non-critical level gives rise to a

topological algebra. This cannot be true anymore in the critical level limit as in this

case there is no Virasoro field since the Sugawara field becomes central. We thus get a

modified topological algebra, i.e. the critical level limit of topological algebras.

In [57] a Sugawara-like construction of topological algebra from gl (n|n) currents at

level k was given. The result is as follows; for notation see Appendix A.

G+
k =

∑
α

J
Fαα+

k

Uk =
1

2k

∑
α

(k + n+ 1− 2α)J
Eαα+

k − 1

2k

∑
α

(k + 2α− n− 1)J
Eαα−
k

G−k =
1

2k

∑
α

J
Fαα−
k

(
J
Eαα+

k − JE
αα
−

k +
1

k

∑
β

J
Eββ+
k + J

Eββ−
k

)
− 1

k

∑
α>β

J
Fαβ−
k J

Eβα−
k

+
1

k

∑
α<β

J
Fαβ−
k J

Eβα+
k − 1

2k

∑
α

(2N − 2α + 1)∂J
Fαα−
k .

(3.15)

Note that these expressions are normally ordered. The operator product algebra of these
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currents is that of a c = 0 twisted superconformal, i.e. topological, algebra:

G+
k (z)G−k (w) ∼ Uk(w)

(z − w)2
+

Tk(w)

(z − w)
,

Uk(z)G±k (w) ∼ ±G
±
k (w)

(z − w)
, Uk(z)Uk(w) ∼ 0 .

(3.16)

Here Tk is the Virasoro field of gl (n|n). From the explicit expressions (3.15), we see that

the limit k → 0 is not well-defined. We thus need to rescale, i.e. we define

G+ = lim
k→0

G+
k , G− = lim

k→0
kG−k , U = lim

k→0
kU , S = lim

k→0
kTk . (3.17)

and we set the central u (1) to zero

0 = lim
k→0

∑
β

J
Eββ+
k + J

Eββ−
k (3.18)

The S is for Sugawara-field. Equation (3.18) is to ensure that we descend to pgl (n|n),

since in the critical level limit we can set the central u (1) current of gl (n|n) to zero as it

has vanishing operator product expansion with any other field in this limit.

Note that these rescaled quantities are finite in the limit, and can now straightfor-

wardly be expressed in terms of our level zero pgl (4|4) currents in the case n = 4. These

fields now satisfy a critical level limit of a topological algebra, that is

G+(z)G−(w) ∼ U(w)

(z − w)2
+

S(w)

(z − w)
, U(z)U(w) ∼ U(z)G±(w) ∼ 0 . (3.19)

Note that as usual in a critical level limit, the Sugawara-field becomes central. We con-

clude this subsection with a remark on the cohomology.

The complete analogous construction of topological algebra holds for the anti-chiral

part. Denote the corresponding fields with a bar. The zero mode G+
0 + Ḡ+

0 then defines

the critical level limit of a BRST-charge. It further is a good charge for the fermionic

coset as the perturbation LJJ̄ is in its kernel and thus it also makes sense to study its

cohomology in the perturbed theory.

We compute that bαα, β
±
αα and cαα represent non-trivial cohomology classes. Recall

that b = ∂χ+ and certainly also χ±αα are BRST-closed but not BRST-exact. Thus, the

physical spectrum of this modified topological algebra contains the psl (1|1) WZW model,

usually called symplectic fermions, with world-sheet supersymmetry.

Similarly one can show that the generators C1, D± of the W-algebra we are going to

introduce in the next section are non-trivial in cohomology.
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3.5 Critical Level W (2)
4 -Algebra

So far, we have seen that the coset is a current-current perturbation of psl (4|4) currents

at critical level. Certainly OPEs of fields that commute with the perturbation remain

unchanged. Further critical level affine algebras admit large centers, so we expect to find

an interesting algebra preserved by the perturbation.

The problem to solve is to compute the commutant of psl (4|4) at critical level inside

the free theory. Computing this commutant exhaustively requires hard work [29]. The

first step is to show that the commutant equals the commutant of ŝl (4)−4 ⊕ ŝl (4)−4 (see

(3.6)) in the β± theory. Note, that −4 is the critical level of ŝl (4). This commutant is

then generated by C1, C2, C3, D± [29]. The Ci are the traces of the matrices (β+β−)i and

the D± are the determinants of the β±. The only non-trivial OPE relations are:

C1(z)C1(w) ∼ − 16

(z − w)2
, C1(z)D±(w) ∼ ±4D±(w)

(z − w)

D−(z)D+(w) ∼ − 24

(z − w)4
− 6C1(w)

(z − w)3
+

A2(w)

(z − w)2
+

A1(w)

(z − w)
,

(3.20)

where

A1(w) = −1

8
C3(w)− 1

4
: C2(w)C1(w) : +

1

16
: C1(w)C1(w)C1(w) : +

+
3

4
: C1(w)∂C1(w) : +∂2C1(w)

A2(w) = −C2(w) +
3

4
: C1(w)C1(w) : +3∂C1(w).

(3.21)

These are the OPEs of the W(2)
4 -algebra at critical level −4. This W-algebra can be

conjecturally constructed from ŝl (4) via Drinfeld-Sokolov reduction. For this one has

to start with an embedding of sl (2) in sl (4) such that as an sl (2)-representation, sl (4)

decomposes into

sl (4) = 1⊕ 3⊕ 3⊕ 3⊕ 5 . (3.22)

At critical level theW(2)
4 -algebra is generated by C1, C2, C3, D−, D+ with the above OPEs

plus an additional field C4 that commutes with all others. In our case we have a non-trivial

relation among these generators

0 = : D−D+ : − 1

256
C4 +

1

32
: C1C3 : +

1

32
: C2C1C1 : − 1

256
: C1C1C1C1 : +

+
1

8
: ∂C1C2 : − 3

32
: ∂C1C1C1 : −1

4
: ∂2C1C1 : − 3

16
: ∂C1∂C1 : −1

4
∂3C1 ,

(3.23)

which allows us to eliminate C4. Moreover, it was shown in [29] that there are no non-

trivial relations among the remaining fields C1, C2, C3, D−, D+ and their derivatives, so

they freely generate our commutant.
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The Zhu map is a functor from the category of chiral conformal field theories to

associative algebras. In [29], we related the commutant to a classical ring of invariant

differential operators using the Zhu functor. We will now use the Zhu functor to map the

theories and symmetries we found to higher spin algebras.

4 A Higher Spin Algebra for the Free Limit

Our main motivation was to find a relation between higher spin symmetries and the

world-sheet sigma model in the free limit. In this section, we will first introduce the

higher spin algebra. This is a Weyl or oscillator algebra. We will then see that this type

of higher spin algebra is related to the large radius limit of the sigma model via the Zhu

map. Finally, we are going to study the action of psl (4|4) on this algebra.

4.1 The Oscillator Algebra

Define 16 bosonic coordinates xαβ and 16 fermionic coordinates θαβ and their deriva-

tives x†αβ = d
dxβα

and θ†αβ = d
dθβα

where α, β = 1, 2, 3, 4. We have the commutation

relations

[x†αβ, xγδ] = δβγδαδ and {θ†αβ, θγδ} = δβγδαδ . (4.1)

Restricting to the bosonic coordinates, we can define

K+
αβ = xβγx

†
γα and K−αβ = −xγβx†αγ . (4.2)

These generate two commuting copies of U(gl (4)) as associative subalgebras of the Weyl

algebra. The commutant of these two algebras inside our Weyl algebra is the associative

algebra generated by the u (1), c1 = −K+
αα = K−αα, the Casimirs c2 = K−αβK

−
βα, c3 =

K−αβK
−
βγK

−
γα, c4 = K−αβK

−
βγK

−
γδK

−
δα and the two determinants d† = det(x†), d = det(x).

Their commutation relations are:

[c1, d] = 4d , [c1, d
†] = −4d†

[d, d†] = −24− 6c1 − c2 +
3

4
c1c1 −

1

8
c3 −

1

4
c2c1 +

1

16
c1c1c1

(4.3)

Comparing with (3.20) we see this is the higher spin analogue of our critical level W(2)
4 -

algebra. As shown in [29], this algebra coincides with the Zhu algebra of W(2)
4 , and

we denote it by Z(2)
4 . As with the critical level W(2)

4 -algebra, this algebra is not freely
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generated, since we have non-trivial relations:

0 = dd† − 1

256
c4 +

1

32
c1c3 +

1

32
c2c

2
1 −

1

256
c4

1 +
1

2
c3 +

7

8
c2c1 −

5

32
c3

1 + 6c2+

− 35

16
c2

1 −
25

2
c1 − 24 ,

0 = d†d− 1

256
c4 +

1

32
c1c3 +

1

32
c2c

2
1 −

1

256
c4

1 +
3

8
c3 +

5

8
c1c2 −

3

32
c3

1 + 3c2+

− 11

16
c2

1 −
3

2
.

(4.4)

We can also easily realize the algebra pgl (4|4) with the oscillators

Eαβ
ε = Kε

αβ − δε,+θ
†
βγθ

γα + δε,−θ
†
γαθ

βγ ,

Fαβ
− = −θ†βα ,

Fαβ
+ = −θβγK+

αγ − θγαK−γβ − θ
†
γδθ

βγθδα.

(4.5)

where ε = ±.

4.2 The Zhu map

We relegate the precise definition of the Zhu functor to Appendix D. The Zhu functor is

a functor from the category of chiral conformal field theories to the category of associative

algebras. First, we relate the free theory, that is the large radius limit of the world-sheet

sigma model, to its higher-spin/Zhu algebra. Here, we should note that we always restrict

to fields expressed through β±, c = χ−L and b = ∂χ+, i.e. we neglect χ+. The Zhu map is

straightforward for the free conformal field theory

πzhu(β+
αβ) = x†αβ , πzhu(β−αβ) = xαβ , πzhu(bαβ) = θ†αβ , πzhu(cαβ) = θαβ . (4.6)

This basic Zhu map allows to compute all the other related maps. For example, we have

the affine Lie algebra ĝl (4)−4 ⊕ ĝl (4)−4 /ĝl (1), where the ĝl (1) denotes the quotient by

the relation (3.7). From (4.6) and the expressions in (3.6) we compute the Zhu map for

the affine Lie algebra

πzhu : ĝl (4)−4 ⊕ ĝl (4)−4 /ĝl (1)→ gl (4)⊕ gl (4) /gl (1) , πzhu(JE
αβ
ε

B ) = Kε
αβ . (4.7)

The map extends to the currents of the complete superalgebra p̂gl (4|4)0 (3.8) as follows

πzhu : p̂gl (4|4)0 → pgl (4|4) , πzhu(JE
αβ
ε ) = Eαβ

ε , πzhu(JF
αβ
ε ) = Fαβ

ε . (4.8)

12



The map for the W-algebra is harder to compute, but only for the Casimirs. We denote

the degree of the Casimir element ci by i, and the degree of a product of Casimirs is the

sum of the degrees of the factors. We get

πzhu :W(2)
4 → Z(2)

4

πzhu(C1) = c1 , πzhu(D+) = d , πzhu(D−) = d† , πzhu(Ci) = ci + . . .

(4.9)

for i = 2, 3, 4. The dots denote terms consisting of Casimirs of lower degree, though c1

never appears. Interested readers are recommended to consult [29] for explicit expressions

of the Casimirs.

4.3 The Interaction term and a higher spin extension

So far, we have completely neglected the anti-chiral part of the world-sheet theory.

The reason is that we can treat it in complete analogy. For example, the anti-chiral

oscillator-algebra is generated by x̄αβ, x̄
†
αβ, θ̄αβ, θ̄

†
αβ with relations

[x̄†αβ, x̄γδ] = δβγδαδ and {θ̄†αβ, θ̄γδ} = δβγδαδ . (4.10)

Similarly, we have a second copy of the Lie algebra gl (4)⊕gl (4) /gl (1), where we call the

generators by K̄ε
αβ. We have anti-chiral generators Ēαβ

ε , F̄αβ
ε for the superalgebra pgl (4|4)

and the anti-chiral set of associative algebra generators, which we denote by c̄i, d̄, d̄
†.

Now, we can apply the Zhu map to the interaction term of the fermionic coset model,

we call the image in the higher spin algebra H

H = πzhu(str(J, J̄)) = Eαβ
+ Ēβα

+ − E
αβ
− Ēβα

− + Fαβ
− F̄ βα

+ − F
αβ
+ F̄ βα

− . (4.11)

The Zhu map image of the algebra Z(2)
4 ⊕Z

(2)
4 has the crucial property that it commutes

with the interaction operator H

[H, x] = 0 for all x in Z(2)
4 ⊕Z

(2)
4 . (4.12)

But also the diagonal psl (4|4) algebra generated by

Eαβ± = Eαβ
± + Ēαβ

± , Fαβ± = Fαβ
± + F̄αβ

± (4.13)

commutes with H. This means that our interaction preserves psl (4|4) ⊕ Z(2)
4 ⊕ Z(2)

4 -

symmetry. Note that the operators d, d′ have spin two, while the Casimirs ci have spin

i. We will now study the representations of this extension of psl (4|4). Note that the

finite-dimensional, irreducible representations of Z(2)
4 have been classified in [29].
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4.4 Representations of psl (4|4)⊕Z(2)
4 ⊕Z

(2)
4

In this section, by a psl (4|4) action, we mean the one generated by the elements of

(4.13). The algebra psl (4|4)⊕Z(2)
4 ⊕Z

(2)
4 naturally acts on the space of functions in the

32 even variables xαβ, x̄αβ and the 32 odd variables θαβ, θ̄αβ. Since we wish to have finite

dimensional representations of psl (4|4), we restrict to the polynomial ring R[x, x̄, θ, θ̄] in

these variables. Recall the induced module construction for the type I Lie superalgebra

psl (4|4). Let M be a module of sl (4) ⊕ sl (4). Then letting the F+ act trivially and

the F− freely, one obtains a module of psl (4|4), denoted by Ind
psl(4|4)
sl(4)⊕sl(4)⊕g+

(
M
)
. We are

going to show that

R[x, x̄, θ, θ̄] =
⊕
m,n

Ind
psl(4|4)
sl(4)⊕sl(4)⊕g+

(
Symn(V(1,0,0;1,0,0))⊗ Symm(V(1,0,0;1,0,0))

)
(4.14)

Here VΛ denotes the highest-weight representation with highest-weight Λ, and conventions

on weights are given in Appendix C. Further, we will find in the decomposition of the

sum indecomposable but reducible representations. The quotient of the maximal proper

subrepresentations of these indecomposable ones leads to a direct sum of so-called atypical

representations. In physics these are often called short-multiplets or BPS-representations,

as they possess a highest-weight state that in addition is also annihilated by some of the

fermionic creation operators. In our case, we have at least 1/4-BPS states.

Let us explain these statements. We start with representations of sl (4)⊕sl (4). Define

the bi-degree of a monomial

f =
∏

x
nαβ
αβ x̄

mγδ
γδ (4.15)

to be deg(f) = (n,m) = (
∑
nα,β,

∑
mγδ), where the sums are understood to run over all

even variables xαβ, x̄αβ. Clearly the degree is invariant under the action of sl (4)⊕ sl (4).

We call the module consisting of all functions of degree (n,m) the Ma
n,m. Functions of

degree (1, 0) transform in the representation V(1,0,0;1,0,0), where (1, 0, 0) is the highest-

weight of the standard representation of sl (4). More generally, we have

Ma
n,m = Symn(V(1,0,0;1,0,0))⊗ Symm(V(1,0,0;1,0,0)) . (4.16)

Next, we want to add the fermionic coordinates. We consider the element

λ =
∏

(θαβ + θ̄αβ) . (4.17)

where the product runs over all fermionic variables. It transforms in the trivial represen-

tation of sl (4)⊕ sl (4). We define the sl (4)⊕ sl (4) module M b
n,m as the module generated

by functions of degree (n,m) times λ. As an sl (4)⊕ sl (4) module

M b
n,m = Symn(V(1,0,0;1,0,0))⊗ Symm(V(1,0,0;1,0,0)) . (4.18)

Clearly, the Fαβ+ action annihilates any function in M b
n,m. Recall, that the fermionic

subalgebra generated by these Fαβ+ elements we called g+. We thus have promoted the
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module M b
n,m to be an sl (4)⊕ sl (4)⊕ g+-module. Now, the fermionic elements Fαβ− act

freely on λ and hence on M b
n,m. Thus as a psl (4|4)-module we have just the induced Kac

module. In summary, we have shown, that functions of degree (n,m) and any degree in

the odd variables form a psl (4|4)-module Mn,m that is isomorphic to the Kac module:

Mn,m
∼= Ind

psl(4|4)
sl(4)⊕sl(4)⊕g+

(
Symn(V(1,0,0;1,0,0))⊗ Symm(V(1,0,0;1,0,0))

)
. (4.19)

These Kac modules are finite-dimensional and in general reducible. We will later see, that

we are in non-generic position, so our Kac modules are reducible but indecomposable.

Now, let us state how the algebra extension to psl (4|4)⊕ Z(2)
4 ⊕ Z

(2)
4 combines these

modules. The non-trivial generators of Z(2)
4 ⊕Z

(2)
4 define maps

d : Mn,m −→ Mn+4,m , d† : Mn,m −→ Mn−4,m

d̄ : Mn,m −→ Mn,m+4 , d̄† : Mn,m −→ Mn,m−4

(4.20)

The maps d, d̄ are injective and not surjective, while d†, d̄† are surjective and not injective.

It remains to show that some of the induced modules we found are non-generic. For

this we will decompose Symn(V(1,0,0;1,0,0)) into irreducible representations. Therefore, we

need to compute highest-weight vectors. It turns out that all these vectors can be built

from four polynomials. Let i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, define i × i matrices Bi whose entries are

Bi
ab = x5−a,b. Then vi = detBi is a highest-weight vector and the corresponding weights

are

Λ1 = (1, 0, 0; 1, 0, 0) , Λ2 = (0, 1, 0; 0, 1, 0) ,

Λ3 = (0, 0, 1; 0, 0, 1) , Λ4 = (0, 0, 0; 0, 0, 0) .

(4.21)

Let a1 + 2a2 + 3a3 + 4a4 = n, then clearly va11 v
a2
2 v

a3
3 v

a4
4 is a highest-weight vector of

Symn(V(1,0,0;1,0,0)). We claim that these are all. This can be proven by comparing dimen-

sions, which we did up to n = 6. In summary

Symn(V(1,0,0;1,0,0)) =
⊕

∑
iai=n

V(a1,a2,a3;a1,a2,a3) . (4.22)

We list the first examples

Sym0(V(1,0,0;1,0,0)) = V(0,0,0;0,0,0)

Sym1(V(1,0,0;1,0,0)) = V(1,0,0;1,0,0)

Sym2(V(1,0,0;1,0,0)) = V(2,0,0;2,0,0) ⊕ V(0,1,0;0,1,0)

Sym3(V(1,0,0;1,0,0)) = V(3,0,0;3,0,0) ⊕ V(1,1,0;1,1,0) ⊕ V(0,0,1;0,0,1)

Sym4(V(1,0,0;1,0,0)) = V(4,0,0;4,0,0) ⊕ V(2,1,0;2,1,0) ⊕ V(1,0,1;1,0,1) ⊕ V(0,0,0;0,0,0) ⊕ V(0,2,0;0,2,0)
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Recall, that the Kac module is irreducible whenever the inner product of the highest-

weight shifted by the Weyl vector with any odd isotropic root is non-zero. This is the

generic case and thus called typical representation. Otherwise the Kac module contains

proper submodules. The quotient by a maximal one is then the atypical irreducible

representation. Looking at the appendix (C.6) we see that we indeed are in non-generic

position and taking corresponding quotients, we obtain atypical short-multiplets.

5 Conclusion and Outlook

In this paper, we have shown that the fermionic coset model introduced in [24] has a

higher spin symmetry algebra W(2)
4 at critical level, preserved by world-sheet interaction.

Moreover, in the large volume limit the linear A-model of [24] contains a p̂gl (4|4)0 current

algebra. Using the Zhu map, we can interpret these symmetry algebras as the world-

sheet origin of higher spin algebras in AdS5×S5 spacetime, namely a higher spin algebra

extending psl (4|4) and a subalgebra of it. While the former is the correct symmetry

algebra for the free limit of large N four dimensional N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills

theory, the latter is much larger than psl (4|4) that remains when interaction is turned on

in the Yang-Mills theory.

One possible interpretation of our findings is that the difference in BRST operators

between the fermionic coset and the pure spinor model is essential, as we have seen that

they lead to different spectrum of operators in the bulk of the world-sheet. Taking this

interpretation a bit further, we may infer that the right world-sheet topological twisting

must have the same BRST charge as in the pure spinor model. This was indeed suggested

in the later papers by Berkovits [26,27]. In addition, it should be nonetheless interesting

to consider boundary conditions in the fermionic coset model and work out the open

sector spectrum for BRST cohomology. With the assumption that vertex operators can

be constructed without major difficulty, it will unambiguously determine the spacetime

theory for the open string sector which should be different from N = 4 supersymmetric

Yang-Mills theory. It would be illuminating if a relation can be found between the two,

especially interesting is the possibility that the former is a sub-sector of the latter (Yang-

Mills) theory.

The observation that the nonlinear A-model is a perturbation of current-current type is

surprising and remarkable. If it generalizes, it opens a further direction of study of sigma

models on supermanifolds, as it directly relates the model to a theory with affine Lie

super algebra as symmetry. Conformal field theories of this type are the Wess-Zumino-

Witten models of Lie super groups. These theories are fairly well-understood, due to

their additional symmetry, see e.g. [34–48]. Also perturbations of current-current type

are explored. It is possible to compute the spectra of perturbed theories [49–51], to

compute some correlation functions [52, 55, 56] and to establish Yangian symmetry [53].
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The nonlinear A-model is roughly speaking a world-sheet supersymmetric version of the

fermionic coset. The open and interesting question is, whether one can find other world-

sheet supersymmetric super cosets, such that they can be described as perturbations of

current-current type. Looking back, at the constructon of the action in section 2 this is

certainly possible for cosets described by an involutive automorphism possessing a complex

structure. More general super cosets should be studied.

Finally, we remark that fermionic cosets of type II supergroups and their T-dualities

have been studied [?] and similar analysis could be done in our case.
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A Properties of gl (n|n)
In this section, we introduce properties of the Lie superalgebra gl (n|n). Notation and

computations are mostly as in [57].

A convenient basis for gl (n|n) is {Eαβ
ε , Fαβ

ε | 1 ≤ α, β ≤ n, ε = ±}, where the generators

E are bosonic and F are fermionic. The advantage of this notation is that the invariant

bilinear form and the super commutation relations are easy to express. The metric takes

the form

kstr(Eαβ
ε Eα′β′

ε′ ) := κ(αβε )(α
′β′
ε′ ) = kεδεε′δ

αβ′δβα
′
, (A.1)

kstr(Fαβ
ε Fα′β′

ε′ ) = kεεε′δ
αβ′δβα

′
, (A.2)

where εεε′ is the antisymmetric symbol with ε+− = 1.

The non-vanishing Lie super algebra relations are

[Eαβ
ε , Eγδ

ε′ ] = δε,ε′
(
δβγEαδ

ε − δαδEγβ
ε

)
,

[Eαβ
ε , F γδ

ε′ ] = δε,ε′δ
βγFαδ

ε − δ−ε,ε′δαδF
γβ
ε′ ,

{Fαβ
ε , F γδ

ε′ } = δ−ε,ε′
(
δβγEαδ

ε + δαδEγβ
ε′

)
.

(A.3)

We define the fermionic fields

c = cαβF
αβ
− , (A.4)

b = bαβF
αβ
+ . (A.5)

These satisfy the OPEs

cβα(z)bγδ(w) ∼ δαγδβδ
(z − w)

. (A.6)
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The gl (n|n) currents are then given by

JE
αβ
ε = JE

αβ
ε

B − δε,+bβγcγα + δε,−bγαcβγ ,

JF
αβ
− = −bβα ,

JF
αβ
+ = k∂cβα − cβγJ

Eαγ+

B − cγαJ
Eγβ−
B − bγδcβγcδα ,

(A.7)

where the JE
αβ
ε

B are gl (n) currents of level εk − n. In the critical level case k = 0, we can

simply set the current corresponding to the central element of gl (n|n) to zero∑
α

J
Eαα+

B + J
Eαα−
B = 0 (A.8)

and obtain the OPE relations of critical level pgl (n|n). It is straightforward to check that

this procedure of setting the central element to zero only works in the critical level limit.

B The real form pu (2, 2|4)
We define the following automorphism ω of the complex Lie superalgebra pgl (4|4).

ω(E+
αβ) = −E+

βα for 1 ≤ α ≤ 2 and 1 ≤ β ≤ 2

ω(E+
αβ) = −E+

βα for 3 ≤ α ≤ 4 and 3 ≤ β ≤ 4

ω(E+
αβ) = E+

βα for 1 ≤ α ≤ 2 and 3 ≤ β ≤ 4

ω(E+
αβ) = E+

βα for 3 ≤ α ≤ 4 and 1 ≤ β ≤ 2

ω(E−αβ) = −E−βα

ω(F+
αβ) = −iF−βα for 1 ≤ α ≤ 2

ω(F+
αβ) = iF−βα for 3 ≤ α ≤ 4

ω(F−αβ) = −iF+
βα for 1 ≤ β ≤ 2

ω(F−αβ) = iF+
βα for 3 ≤ β ≤ 4

(B.1)

ω is not involutive but of order four. The semimorphism ω̄ defined as the concatenation of

ω with complex conjugation is involutive. The subalgebra of the complex Lie superalgebra

pgl (4|4) invariant under ω̄ is the real form pu (2, 2|4). We can explicitly write a generating

set over the real numbers. Let X ∈ {E±αβ, F
±
αβ} be the generators of pgl (4|4), then the
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elements X + ω(X) and i(X − ω(X)) generate the real Lie superalgebra pu (2, 2|4) as a

real superalgebra.

In the literature, often other real form pu (2, 2|4) is considered. For example [58] uses

the following semimorphism to define pu (2, 2|4) as invariant subalgebra of sl (4|4)

X(a) → −(i)a ω−1X†(a)ω , X(a) ∈ ga (B.2)

where

ω =

 0 12 0

12 0 0

0 0 1N


This semimorphism is conjugate to our earlier definition by the similarity matrix

T =


0 1 0 −1 0

1 0 −1 0 0

0 1 0 1 0

1 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 1N


Comparing the super-matrix presentation with expressions in Appendix D of [59] (see

also [60]), we find the following identifications for our representation of the pu (2, 2|4)

generators

E =

 J1
β
α + 1

2
δβαD Pαβ̇ Qα b

−Kα̇β J2
α̇
β̇
− 1

2
δα̇
β̇
D −S̄bα̇

Sβa Q̄a β̇ Rab


Among the above generators we have also the following hermitian conjugation relations

J†1 = −J2 , K = P †

These follow from the projection onto invariant subalgebra we are imposing. The following

identification also follows from the semimorphism

Q̄ = −iQ† , S̄ = iS†

C Conventions on weights

We choose a basis of the Cartan subalgebra as follows

H+
1 = E+

11 − E+
22 , H+

2 = E+
22 − E+

33 , H+
3 = E+

33 − E+
44 ,

H−1 = E−44 − E−33 , H−2 = E−33 − E−22 , H−3 = E−22 − E−22 .

(C.1)
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Denote by λ±i the dual linear form of H±i . Then roots and weights can be expressed in

terms of these fundamental weights. For example, the Weyl vector is

ρ = λ+
1 + λ+

2 + λ+
3 + λ−1 + λ−2 + λ−3 . (C.2)

Let A be the Cartan matrix of sl (4) and decompose a weight as µ = µ+ + µ−. Then the

bilinear form on the weight space is given by

B(µ, ν) = (µ+, A−1ν+)− (µ−, A−1ν−) (C.3)

and ( , ) denotes the standard inner product in C3. We denote highest-weight represen-

tations by (a1, a2, a3; b1, b2, b3), for a weight

µ = (a1−a2)λ+
1 +(a2−a3)λ+

2 +(a1+a2+2a3)λ+
3 +(b1−b2)λ−1 +(b2−b3)λ−2 +(b1+b2+2b3)λ−3 .

(C.4)

Let us list all fermionic positive roots. They are all isotropic.

α1
11 = λ+

1 − λ−3 , α1
12 = λ+

1 + λ−3 − λ−2 ,

α1
13 = λ+

1 − λ−1 + λ−2 , α1
14 = λ+

1 + λ−1 ,

α1
21 = λ+

2 − λ+
1 − λ−3 , α1

22 = λ+
2 − λ+

1 + λ−3 − λ−2 ,

α1
23 = λ+

2 − λ+
1 − λ−1 + λ−2 , α1

24 = λ+
2 − λ+

1 + λ−1 ,

α1
31 = λ+

3 − λ+
2 − λ−3 , α1

32 = λ+
3 − λ+

2 + λ−3 − λ−2 ,

α1
33 = λ+

3 − λ+
2 − λ−1 + λ−2 , α1

34 = λ+
3 − λ+

2 + λ−1 ,

α1
41 = −λ+

3 − λ−3 , α1
42 = −λ+

3 + λ−3 − λ−2 ,

α1
43 = −λ+

3 − λ−1 + λ−2 , α1
44 = −λ+

3 + λ−1 ,

(C.5)

Let µ = µ+ + µ− such that the components satisfy µ+
i = µ−i , then clearly

B(µ+ ρ, α1
14) = B(µ+ ρ, α1

23) = B(µ+ ρ, α1
32) = B(µ+ ρ, α1

41) = 0 . (C.6)

D The Zhu Algebra

The Zhu algebra of the free theory is the polynomial algebra consisting of the rank

N2 Weyl algebra tensored with the rank N2 Clifford algebra. These are generated by

even coordinates x = xij (x a N × N matrix, xij the components), their derivatives
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d/dx = d/dxij, odd coordinates θ = θij and their derivatives d/dθ = d/dθij. The map

from free theory to Zhu algebra is:

β− 7→ x , β+ 7→ d/dx , χL− 7→ θ , ∂χ+ 7→ d/dθ . (D.1)

Fields φ(β±, χ
L
±) in the free theory are mapped to polynomials f(x, θ, d/dx, d/dθ) in the

Zhu algebra. The map is given by the following description:

The Zhu functor

Let V be a vertex algebra with weight grading V =
⊕

n∈Z Vn. The Zhu functor

[33] attaches to V an associative algebra A(V), together with a surjective linear map

πzhu : V → A(V). For a ∈ Vm, and b ∈ V , define

a ∗ b = Resz

(
a(z)

(z + 1)m

z
b

)
,

and extend ∗ by linearity to a bilinear operation V ⊗ V → V . Let O(V) denote the

subspace of V spanned by elements of the form

a ◦ b = Resz

(
a(z)

(z + 1)m

z2
b

)
,

for a ∈ Vm, and let A(V) be the quotient V/O(V), with projection πzhu : V → A(V). For

a, b ∈ V , a ∼ b means a− b ∈ O(V), and [a] denotes the image of a in A(V).

Theorem D.1 (Zhu) O(V ) is a two-sided ideal in V under the product ∗, and (A(V ), ∗)
is an associative algebra with unit [1]. The assignment V 7→ A(V) is functorial.

Let V be a vertex algebra which is strongly generated by a set of weight-homogeneous

elements αi of weights wi, for i in some index set I. Then A(V) is generated by {ai =

πzhu(αi(z))| i ∈ I}. Moreover, A(V) inherits a filtration (but not a grading) by weight,

and the associated graded object gr(A(V)) is a commutative algebra with generators

{āi| i ∈ I}.
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